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sin(2β): Status and Prospects
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An overview of the observation ofCP violation in the neutralB system, and the measurements of theCP-violating asymmetry sin2β with
B → charmoniumK0

S ,L events, performed by theBABAR and Belle experiments at the SLAC and KEKB factories is given. In addition,
the measurements of sin2β with several other modes are described, includingB → φK0

S , which, as the leading contribution is from a
loop diagram, could be sensitive to physics beyond the Standard Model.

1 Introduction

CP violation has been a central concern of particle physics
since its discovery in 1964 in the decays ofK0

L decays [
1]. An elegant explanation of theCP-violating effects
in these decays is provided by theCP-violating phase of
the three-generation Cabibbo-Kobayashi-Maskawa(CKM)
quark-mixing matrix [ 2]. However, existing studies ofCP
violation in neutral kaon decays and the resulting experi-
mental constraints on the parameters of the CKM matrix [
3] do not provide a stringent test of whether the CKM
phase describesCP violation [ 4]. In the CKM picture,
largeCP-violating asymmetries are expected to occur in the
time distributions ofB0 decays to charmonium final states.

In general,CP-violating asymmetries are due to the inter-
ference between amplitudes with a weak phase difference.
For example, a state initially produced as aB0 (B0) can de-
cay to aCP eigenstate, such asJ/ψK0

S , either directly, or it
can first oscillate into aB0 (B0) and then decay toJ/ψK0

S .
With little theoretical uncertainty in the Standard Model,
the phase difference between these two amplitudes is equal
to twice the angleβ = arg

[

−VcdV
∗
cb/VtdV∗tb

]

of the Uni-
tarity Triangle [ 5]. The measurement of theCP-violating
asymmetry in this decay allows a direct determination of
sin2β, and can thus provide a crucial test of the Standard
Model.

Initial measurements of theCP asymmetry inB0→ J/ψK0
S

were performed at LEP by Aleph and Opal, and at the
Tevatron by CDF [ 6], but the small branching ratio of
this decay made it difficult for the the experiments to ob-
tain sufficient events for a statistically significant measure-
ment. The KEK and SLAC basedB factories, running at
theΥ(4S ) resonance, were designed to provide the required
high luminosity to perform this measurement. Although
the measurements from theBABAR and Belle experiments,
at SLAC respectively KEK, after the first year of running,
shown in summer of 2000, were not yet conclusive, only a
year later both experiments were able to claim the observa-
tion of CP violation in theB meson system. And in 2002
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the direct measurements [ 7] of sin2β surpassed the preci-
sion of the indirect determination ofβ obtained fromCP-
conserving variables, assuming the validity of the CKM
description [ 8]. The consistency of these measurements
with their prediction [ 9] implies that the CKM descrip-
tion of theCP violation in the quark sector has successfully
passed its first quantitative test.

2 Measurement of sin2β at Υ(4S ) B-factory
experiments

A B0B0 pair produced inΥ(4S ) decays evolves as a coher-
entP-wave until one of theB mesons decays. If one of the
B mesons, referred to asBtag, can be ascertained to decay to
a state of known flavour,i.e. B0 or B0, at a certain timettag,
the otherB, referred to asBrec, at that time must be of the
opposite flavour as a consequence of Bose symmetry. Con-
sequently, the oscillatory probabilities for observingB0B0,
B0B0 andB0B0 pairs produced inΥ(4S ) decays are a func-
tion of ∆t = trec− ttag, allowing the mixing frequency and
CP asymmetries to be determined if∆t is known.

The proper-time distribution ofB meson decays to aCP
eigenstate with aB0 or B0 tag can be expressed in terms of
a complex parameterλ that depends on the both theB0B0

oscillation amplitude and the amplitudes describingB0 and
B0 decays to this final state. The decay ratef+( f−) when the
tagging meson is aB0 (B0) is given by

f±(∆t) =
e−|∆t|/τB0

4τB0
[1 ± S sin(∆md∆t) ∓C cos(∆md∆t)] ,

where∆t = trec− ttag is the difference in proper decay times
of the reconstructedB meson (Brec) and the taggingB me-
son (Btag), τB0 is theB0 lifetime, and∆md is theB0B0 os-
cillation frequency. The sine coefficient, which is given
by S = 2=λ/(1 + |λ|2) is due to the interference between
direct decay and decay after flavour change, and the co-
sine coe fficient,C = (1 − |λ|2)/(1 + |λ|2) is due to the in-
terference between decay amplitudes with different strong
and weak phases. In the Standard Model,λ f = η f e−2iβ for
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charmonium-containingb→ c(cs) decays, whereη f is the
CP eigenvalue of the final statef .

At asymmetrice+e− colliders such as PEP-II at SLAC and
KEK-B at KEK [ 10], resonant production of theΥ(4S )
provides a copious source ofB0B0 pairs moving along the
beam axis (z direction) with an average Lorentz boost〈βγ〉
of 0.56 and 0.43 respectively. Therefore, the proper decay-
time difference∆t is, to an excellent approximation, pro-
portional to the distance∆z between the twoB0-decay ver-
tices along the axis of the boost,∆t ≈ ∆z/c 〈βγ〉.

The analysis of the data proceeds in the following steps:

1. selection of events where oneB, referred to asBrec is
fully reconstructed;

2. determination of the vertex of the otherB decay,Btag,
and computation of∆t;

3. determination of the flavour ofBtag from its charged
decay products.

Both experiments determine their∆t resolution and the
mistag rate of the flavour tagging algorithms from control
samples, obtained from the data itself.

2.1 Data samples and B reconstruction

Both experiments have sofar published their sin2β mea-
surements on samples obtained as of July 2002. In
the case ofBABAR, this implies a sample of 88· 106

Υ(4S ) decays, whereas Belle collected a sample of 85·
106 decays. As the branching ratios of decays ofB
mesons toCP eigenstates are small, e.g. a few times
10−4 for J/ψK0

S , both experiments increase the size of
the event sample by reconstructing several final states:
J/ψK0

S , ψ(2S )K0
S , χc1K0

S , ηcK0
S , J/ψK∗0(K0

S π
0) and J/ψK0

L .
In addition, to determine the performance of the∆t recon-
struction and the flavour tagging, control samples of fully
reconstructed decays ofB mesons to self-tagging flavour
eigenstates are selected2: B0 → D(∗)−π+,D(∗)−ρ+,D(∗)−a+1
andJ/ψK∗0(K+π−). In addition, semileptonic decays into
D∗−`+ν are selected. The main selection criteria of the
fully reconstructed decays are the energy difference,∆E,
between the energy of the reconstructed candidate and the
beam-energy in theΥ(4S ) center-of-mass system, and the
beam-energy substituted mass,mES, also known as the
beam-constrained mass, defined asmES =

√

s/4− p∗2,
wheres is the square of the center-of-mass energy andp∗

is the momentum of theB candidate in the center-of-mass.
In the case of signal events, these variables are distributed
according to Gaussian distributions, centered at∆E = 0
andmES = mB respectively. The distributions ofmES for
charmoniumK0

S events are shown in Figure 1. In the case
of J/ψ K0

L , only the direction of theK0
L is measured, and, to

2Throughout this paper, charge-conjugate modes are implied.

BABAR Belle
Mode Nsig P(%) Nsig P(%)
J/ψK0

S (π+π−) 1429 96 1116 96
other (cc)K0

S 721 85 523 86
J/ψK∗0(K0

S π
0) 283 73 89 84

flavour
eigenstates

32700 83 18045 82

Table 1. Number of selected events in the signal region (Nsig) and
the corresponding purities (P).

determine its momentum, both experiments constrain the
mass of the candidate to theB mass. Next, they plot either
the p∗ of the candidate, or∆E. These distributions are also
shown in Figure 1.

2.2 Determination of ∆t

The time difference∆t can be related to the distance∆z
along the boost axis between the decay points of the two
B mesons. Approximating the unmeasured sum of the
proper times by the averageB0 lifetime, τB, yields∆z =
βγγ∗recc∆t+γβ∗recγ

∗
reccosθ∗recc(τB+ |∆t|), whereθ∗rec, β

∗
rec and

γ∗rec are the polar angle with respect to the boost direction,
the velocity and the boost of the reconstructedB candi-
date in theΥ(4S ) frame. WhereasBABAR solves the above
equation for∆t, Belle makes an approximation which only
keeps the first term:∆t = ∆z/cβγγ∗rec.

As one of theB mesons,Brec is fully reconstructed, its de-
cay vertex position is well known. The decay vertex of
the otherB meson,Btag, is inferred from the charged par-
ticle tracks remaining after the decay products ofBrec are
removed. To remove tracks from secondary decays, both
experiments first remove tracks fromK0

S andΛ candidates
as well as photon conversion, and then perform an iterative
fit procedure, rejecting those tracks with the large contri-
bution to theχ2. In the case of Belle, the constraint that
the vertex ofBtag is consistent with the beamspot is ap-
plied. BABAR instead requires that theBtag vertex is con-
sistent with the line of flight computed from the location
of the beamspot, the momentum ofBrec and the known
Υ(4S ) boost. The resolution obtained on∆t, determined
from the fully reconstructed flavour samples, is 1.1 ps for
BABAR and 1.4 ps for Belle, partly due to the difference in
theΥ(4S ) boost.

2.3 Flavour tagging

After the daughter tracks of theBrec are removed from the
event, the remaining tracks are analyzed to determine the
flavour of theBtag, and this ensemble is assigned a flavour
tag, eitherB0 or B0. For this purpose, flavour tagging infor-
mation carried by primary leptons from semileptonicB de-
cays, charged kaons, soft pions fromD∗ decays, and more
generally by high momentum charged particles is used.
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Figure 1. Distributions of beam-energy substituted mass for charmonium K0
S events, forBABAR (a) and Belle (b), and∆E (c) andp∗(d)

for J/ψ K0
L events, forBABAR and Belle, respectively.

Belle uses the likelihood ratios of the properties of these
particles to estimate the mistag rate for each individual
event, and then ranks events into six mutually exclusive
groups based on their estimated mistag rate.BABAR uses
neural networks, trained according to each of the physics
processes mentioned above, and classifies events into four
mutually exclusive categories according to the underlying
physics process, combined with performance criteria based
on the neural network output.

As the amplitude of the observedCP asymmetries will be
reduced by a factor 1− 2w, wherew is the mistag rate,
it is crucial for the experiments to determine the mistag
rates of the various tagging categories from data. This
can be done by considering decays to flavour eigenstates,
where the deviation of the observed mixing asymmetry
from unity is also given by 1− 2w. BABAR uses fully re-
constructed events in the modesD(∗)−h+(h+ = π+, ρ+, a+1 )
and J/ψK∗0(K∗0 → K+π−), whereas Belle uses fully re-
constructed events in modesD(∗)−π+ andD∗−ρ+, comple-
mented byB0 → D∗−`+ν` events. In the case of Belle,
the mistag rates are determined by fitting the control sam-
ples separately, and then propagating the obtained values
to the fit on theCP sample. The statistical uncertainty on

the mistag rates due to the finite size of the control samples
is accounted for in systematic errors.BABAR proceeds dif-
ferently, performing a simultaneous fit to both the control
samples and theCP sample. This automatically insures that
the statistical error on the mistag rates is propagated into
the statistical error on theCP asymmetries. Even though
the flavour tagging algorithms are somewhat different be-
tween the experiments, their performance is very similar:
the total effective tagging efficiencyQ, which is given by
Q =

∑

i εi(1 − 2wi)2, is measured to be 28.6 ± 0.6% for
Belle, and 28.1± 0.6% forBABAR.

One complication has recently received attention, partly
due to its relation to the measurement of sin(2β+ γ): when
decays of the typeB→ DX are used to infer the flavour of
the parentB mesons, one suffers from an intrinsic mistag
rate due to the contribution of CKM suppressedb→ u(cd)
decays. This effect is put to good use in the measure-
ment of sin(2β + γ), as the suppressed mode can, once
B0B0 oscillations are taken into account, interfere with the
favouredb → c(ud) amplitude. As the relative weak
phase between these decay amplitudes is given byγ, the
results is a time-dependentCP asymmetry, depending on
sin(2β+γ), albeit with a magnitude which is suppressed by
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|V∗ubVcd/V∗cbVud |
2 ≈ (0.02)2. This same interference, when

applied to the tagging decay effectively results in a mistag
rate which isnot constant as a function of∆t, and thus is
not accounted for in the experimental determined mistag
rate which is assumed to be independent of∆t. However,
because the twoB mesons produced byΥ(4S ) decays are
correlated until one of them decays,Brec − Btag interfer-
ence terms involving favoured and suppressed amplitudes
are only suppressed by a factor of about 0.02. The result is
that for |λJ/ψK0

S
| = 1 theS J/ψK0

S
andCJ/ψK0

S
coefficients are

now given by [ 11]:

CJ/ψK0
S
= −2r′ sinγ sinδ′

S J/ψK0
S
= sin2β

[

1− 2r′ cosδ′
(

cos2β cos(2β + γ)

+ κ sin2β sin(2β + γ)
)

]

whereδ′ andr′ are the effective strong phase and ratio of
the suppressed to favored amplitudes obtained when all fi-
nal states contributing to a particular tagging category are
combined, andκ, an empirical constant which depends on
the values ofβ andγ, is approximately 0.3. Fortunately,
lepton tags are unaffected by this effect, and, as lepton tags
represent about 1/3 of the effective tagging efficiency, this
effect is suppressed by a factor of 2/3. As can be seen from
equations above the largest effect is present forCJ/ψK0

S
,

whereas the extraction of sin2β from S J/ψK0
S

is not very
much affected. However, this effect currently dominates
the systematic uncertainty on the extraction of|λJ/ψK0

S
| from

CJ/ψK0
S
.

2.4 Current measurements with b→ c(cs) transitions

The value of sin2β is determined from unbinned
maximum-likelihood fits to the∆t distributions, taking into
account the∆t resolution and the mistag rates. The pro-
jections of the likelihood fits onto the observed∆t distri-
butions is shown in Figure 2. A clear difference in the∆t
distributions forB0 and B0 tagged events is visible. The
values measured by the two experiments are

sin2β = 0.741± 0.067 ± 0.034 (BABAR),

sin2β = 0.719± 0.074 ± 0.035 (Belle),

in good agreement with each other. Combining the two
measurements yields

sin2β = 0.734± 0.055.

The constraint of this measurement on the parameters of
the CKM matrix can be visualized in the (¯ρ, η̄) plane, as
shown in Figure 3. In addition the constraints derived from
CP-conserving measurements and the observedCP viola-
tion in the neutral kaon system are included [ 8].
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Figure 3. Constraints on the position of the apex of the Unitarity
Triangle in the (¯ρ, η̄)-plane, including the direct measurement of
sin2β.

2.5 Extrapolation to larger samples

Both B-factories are performing above expectations, hav-
ing accumulated well over 100 fb−1 each in their first four
years of operation. Currently, PEP-II is capable of rou-
tinely delivering more than 300 pb−1 per day, whereas
KEK-B has recently set a record for daily integrated lu-
minosity of 500 pb−1. As a result, both experiments are
well on their way to collecting on the order of 500 fb−1 by
2006. Looking into the past, comparing how the statistical
error on sin2β has improved versus the integrated luminos-
ity, both experiments have been able to perform better than
σ−2

stat ∝
∫

dtL by improving their reconstruction, calibra-
tions and selections. It is however clear that the impact of
future improvements, other than increased sample size, on
the statistical error will be less and less pronounced. As a
result one can expect a statistical error on sin2β of approx-
imately±0.03 given a 500 fb−1 sample. The main effort
will have to be focused on reducing the systematic error.
Currently the measurement of sin2β is still dominated by
the statistical error, but the current systematic uncertainty,
even though it is partly driven by the available sample size,
will reach parity with the statistical error at the level of
about 500 fb−1. It is expected that with a combination of
additional improvements to selections, vertexing and tag-
ging, and further studies of the data with improved control
samples, the systematic error can be reduced sufficiently
such that the measurement on 500 fb−1 will still be limited
by the statistical accuracy.
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Figure 2. The observed∆t distributions forBABAR, for charmoniumK0
S events (a), and charmoniumK0

L events(c), and Belle, for both
K0

S andK0
L combined (e). In addition, the asymmetries for charmoniumK0

S are shown forBABAR(b) and Belle (g), and charmoniumK0
L ,

(d) and (h) respectively, and combined (f), for Belle.

3 Approximations in the determination of
sin2β

In the determination of sin2β described above some very
reasonable assumptions are made about bothB0B0 mixing
and the decay amplitudesB0 → J/ψK0

S andB0 → J/ψK0
L .

The evolution of theB0 andB0 states prior to their decay
is described by oscillationsB0 → B0 andB0 → B0 with a
frequency given by the mass difference∆md = mH − mL

of the Bd mass eigenstates, multiplied by factorsq/p and
p/q, respectively. In the measurement of sin2β, it is as-
sumed that|q/p| = 1, which, given the Standard Model
expectation of|q/p| − 1= (2.5− 6.5)× 10−4 for theBd sys-
tem [ 12], is a very good approximation. If|q/p| = 1, the
rate ofB0→ B0 andB0 → B0 should be equal, unlike the
case for the neutral Kaon system. This possible rate dif-
ference can be determined by measuring the like-sign lep-
ton asymmetry,Asl = (N`+`+ − N`−`− ) / (N`+`+ + N`−`− ) =
(

1− |q/p|4
)

/
(

1+ |q/p|4
)

. Several measurements of this
asymmetry are available [ 13], and recently this asym-
metry has also been measured byBABAR [ 14] to be
Asl = (0.5 ± 1.2 ± 1.4) × 10−2, which corresponds to
|q/p| = 0.998± 0.006± 0.007.

RecentlyBABAR has also determined|q/p| using samples
of flavour tagged, fully reconstructed decays ofBd mesons
to eitherCP or flavour eigenstates [ 15]. Although the sen-
sitivity to |q/p| is less than for a like-sign dilepton analy-
sis, these samples allow one to also set a limit on the life-
time difference∆Γ between the mass eigenstates and on
the complex CPT violating parameterz, which is propor-
tional to the mass- and lifetime differences betweenB0 and
B0 states. In the Standard Model, CPT is conserved, and
∆Γ/∆m is expected to beO

(

m2
b/m

2
t

)

[ 16], and thus both
effects are neglected in the extraction of sin2β. Within the
limited uncertainties of this measurement, no deviations
from the Standard Model expectations ofz and∆Γ are ob-
served.

An additional assumption made in identifying the sine co-
efficient of the time-dependentCP asymmetry inB0 →

J/ψK0
S as sin2β is that the decay itself is dominated by

a single weak phase. This is an excellent approximation
as the leading penguin contributions have the same weak
phase as the CKM favoured tree diagram. This assump-
tion can to some extent be tested by considering the de-
cay B± → J/ψK±, which is related toB0 → J/ψK0

S

by exchange of the spectator quark. In case there would
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be a sizable contribution from diagrams with a different
weak phase, there might be a non-zero charge asymme-
try: A+−(J/ψK±) =

(

NJ/ψK+ − NJ/ψK−
)

/
(

NJ/ψK+ − NJ/ψK−
)

.

This asymmetry has been measured by bothBABAR and
Belle [ 17], and the values obtained are consistent with
zero:

A+−(J/ψK±) = +0.003± 0.030± 0.004 (BABAR)

A+−(J/ψK±) = −0.042± 0.020± 0.017 (Belle)

The decaysB0 → J/ψK0
S andB0 → J/ψK0

L both proceed
through CKM favoured, colour suppressed tree diagrams
B0→ J/ψK0 , followed byK0→ K0

S andK0→ K0
L respec-

tively. As a result, neglecting the tiny amount ofCP viola-
tion in neutral kaon mixing, the time dependent asymme-
tries in B0 → J/ψK0

S andB0 → J/ψK0
L should be equal in

magnitude, but opposite in sign,AB0→J/ψK0
S
= −AB0→J/ψK0

L
.

It can be shown that to generate a deviation of more than
a few times 10−3, interference between the favoured de-
cay and a so-called wrong flavour decay,B0 → J/ψ K0,
is required [ 18]. By considering the related decayB0 →

J/ψK∗0, with K∗0 decaying toK+ π−, one can tag the kaon
flavour in the decay, and by performing a time-dependent
analysisBABAR measures the following ratios of wrong-
flavour to favoured amplitudes [ 19]:

Γ(B̄0→ J/ψK∗0)/Γ(B0→ J/ψ K̄∗0) =−0.022± 0.028± 0.016,

Γ(B0→ J/ψ K̄∗0)/Γ(B̄0→ J/ψ K̄∗0) = 0.017± 0.026± 0.016.

Again, no evidence for a deviation from the Standard
Model expectations is observed.

4 Measurement of cos2β with B0→ J/ψK∗

The decay ofB0→ J/ψK∗0,K∗0→ K0
S π

0 proceeds through
two CP-even amplitudes (A0,A‖) and oneCP-odd ampli-
tude (A⊥). This implies that, unless one takes into account
the angular dependence of the contributing amplitudes, the
magnitude of theCP asymmetry is diluted by an additional
factor 1− 2RT , whereRT is the fraction ofCP-odd decay
rate. The simplest way to extract sin2β from these decays
is to measureRT , and insert the additional dilution 1−2RT in
the time dependent analysis. BothBABAR and Belle have
measuredRT [ 20], and the combined results shows that
this decay is mostlyCP-even,RT = 0.179±0.030. One can
improve the sensitivity by taking into account the depen-
dence ofCP-even and odd amplitudes on cos(θtr), where
θtr is the angle in theJ/ψ rest-frame between the positive
lepton and the normal to the decay plane of theK∗0: the
CP-even components are proportional to 1− cos2 θtr, and
the CP-odd component is proportional to (1+ cos2 θtr)/2.
A further refinement can be obtained by including all three

angles that describe this decay. Denoting the three observ-
able angles in this decay by~ω, the decay rate is given by [
21, 22]:

f±(∆t, ~ω) ∝
e−|∆t|/τB0

4τB0
×

[

I
(

~ω, ~A)
)

∓ C
(

~ω, ~A)
)

cos∆md∆t

±
{

Ssin

(

~ω, ~A
)

sin2β

+ Scos

(

~ω, ~A
)

cos2β
}

sin∆md∆t
]

and at first sight one expects to be able to determine cos2β.
This would allow one to eliminate two of the four ambigui-
ties inβ from the measurement of sin2β. Unfortunately the
observableScos

(

~ω, ~A
)

cos2β is invariant under the transfor-
mation (φ⊥, φ‖, cos2β) → (π − φ⊥,−φ‖,− cos2β), whereφi

are the relative phases betweenAi. As a result one can only
determine the sign of cos2β if one could choose between
the two possible solutions for the strong phases. The two
experiments quote both ambiguities [ 21, 22], including the
corresponding strong phases:

cos2β =

{

+3.3+0.6
−1.0 ± 0.7 (φ⊥ = −0.2, φ‖ = +2.5)

−3.3+1.0
−0.6 ± 0.7 (φ⊥ = −3.0, φ‖ = −2.5)

(BABAR)

cos2β =

{

+1.4± 1.3± 0.2 (φ⊥ = −0.1, φ‖ = +2.8)
−1.4± 1.3± 0.2 (φ⊥ = −3.1, φ‖ = −2.8)

(Belle)

Thus reducing the number of ambiguities inβ will require
additional information on which strong phase solution to
pick. For example, assumings-quark helicity conserva-
tion [ 23], the positive solution seems preferred, but even
then the current errors on cos2β are still too large to rule
out negative values.

5 Modes with penguin contributions

5.1 B0→ J/ψπ0

In the case ofB0 → J/ψπ0, the tree diagram is CKM sup-
pressed compared toB0→ J/ψK0

S ,L. One has thus the possi-
bility that this mode receives non-negligible contributions
from penguin diagrams with a weak phase different from
the tree diagram. BothB-factory experiments have ob-
served this decay and determinedS J/ψπ0 andCJ/ψπ0 [ 24]:

S J/ψπ0 = 0.05± 0.49± 0.16 (BABAR),

S J/ψπ0 = −0.93± 0.49± 0.08 (Belle),

CJ/ψπ0 = 0.38± 0.51± 0.09 (BABAR),

CJ/ψπ0 = 0.25± 0.39± 0.06 (Belle).

The precision is such that more data is needed to draw a
conclusion on the possible penguin contribution to theCP
asymmetries in this channel.
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5.2 B0→ φK0
S

There is considerable interest in decays where the leading
contribution to the amplitude is due to loop diagrams, as
new physics processes could provide significant contribu-
tions. An example are transitions of the type theb→ s(ss)
andb → s(dd), which are given by gluonic penguin de-
cays, and for which the dominant penguin contribution
has the same phase asb → c(cs). As a result, the pro-
cessB0 → φK0

S should exhibit the sameCP asymmetry as
B0 → J/ψK0

S . However, even in the Standard Model there
are diagrams with different weak phases which contribute
to the decayB0 → φK0

S , but one can set limits on their
magnitude using isospin related decays such asB+ → φπ+

andK∗0K+. As a result one expects that within the Stan-
dard Model the deviation ofS φK0

S
from sin2β should be less

than 5% [ 25]. Again both experiments have observed clear
signals in this mode and measured theCP asymmetries [
19, 26]:

S φK0
S
= −0.18± 0.51± 0.07 (BABAR),

S φK0
S
= −0.73± 0.64± 0.22 (Belle),

CφK0
S
= −0.80± 0.38± 0.12 (BABAR),

CφK0
S
= 0.56± 0.41± 0.16 (Belle).

In addition, Belle has measured the time-dependent asym-
metries for the non-resonantK+K−K0

S final state, and ob-
tains

S KKK0
S
= 0.49± 0.43± 0.11+0.33

−0.0 ,

CKKK0
S
= 0.40± 0.33± 0.10+0.26

−0.0 .

Although the measurements show a trend for smaller or
even negative values forS , the difference with sin2β is not
yet statistically significant.

5.3 B0→ η′K0
S

A mode which is similar toB0 → φK0
S is B0 → η′K0

S ,
but with the additional complication of a contribution of
a CKM suppressed tree-levelb → u contribution. Sev-
eral estimates of the relative magnitude of the penguin di-
agram exist, and the deviation ofS η′K0

S
from sin2β is ex-

pected to be less thanO(5%) [ 27]. Both experiments ob-
serve clear signals for this mode, and measure the time-
dependent asymmetries [ 26, 28]:

S η′K0
S
= 0.02± 0.34± 0.03 (BABAR),

S η′K0
S
= 0.71± 0.37+0.05

−0.06 (Belle),

Cη′K0
S
= 0.10± 0.22± 0.03 (BABAR),

Cη′K0
S
= −0.26± 0.22± 0.04 (Belle).

Again, no statistically significant deviations from sin2β re-
spectively zero are observed.

5.4 B0→ D∗+D∗−

The dominant contribution to this decay is the transition
b→ c(cd), but the presence of penguin contributions could
cause deviations ofS D∗D∗ from sin2β of about 2% [ 29].
Similarly to B0 → J/ψK∗0, the decayB0 → D∗+D∗− is
a vector-vector decay which receives contributions from
three partial waves, and either an angular analysis or a mea-
surement of theCP-odd fractionRT is required to interpret
theCP asymmetry. From the distribution of cosθtr, BABAR
determinesRT = 0.07± 0.06± 0.03, and Belle concludes
that the decay is dominantlyCP-even [ 22, 30].BABAR pro-
ceeds to measure the time-dependentCP asymmetry and
finds

S D∗D∗ = 0.32± 0.43± 0.13,

CD∗D∗ = 0.02± 0.25± 0.09.

5.5 B0→ D∗+D−

This decay, likeB0 → D∗+D∗−, is ab → c(cd), but in this
case the final state is not aCP eigenstate. However, it is still
possible to determine theCP asymmetries [ 31].BABAR has
measured the following time-dependent asymmetries [ 19]:

S D∗+D− = −0.82± 0.75± 0.14,

S D∗−D+ = −0.24± 0.69± 0.12,

CD∗+D− = −0.47± 0.40± 0.12,

CD∗−D+ = −0.22± 0.37± 0.10.

In addition, the time-integrated charge asymmetry has been
measured byBABAR to beA = −0.03±0.11±0.05. Again,
no significant deviation from the Standard Model expecta-
tion is observed.

6 Conclusion

The determination of time dependentCP-violating asym-
metries at asymmetric energyB factories has reached ma-
turity: the measurement of sin2β with B0 → J/ψK0

S ,L is
dominated by Belle andBABAR. In a short time we have
gone from the first observation ofCP violation in the B sys-
tem, to the point where the precision of the direct measure-
ments of sin2β has exceeded the prediction from the indi-
rect measurements. TheB factory experiments have started
measuring time-dependent asymmetries in rare modes such
asB0 → φK0

S . In the Standard Model, the asymmetries in
these modes are, upto small corrections, equal to sin2β. A
summary of these measurements, averaged over the exper-
iments [ 32] is shown in Figure 4. There is an intriguing
trend for these measurements to be lower than expected,
but the current experimental errors are such that no firm
conclusion can be drawn yet. It will be interesting to see
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Figure 4. Summary of the measuredS andC coefficients for the various decay channels, averaged over bothBABAR and Belle [ 32].

whether these measurements will converge, as additional
luminosity is collected, towards the value of sin2β mea-
sured withB0→ J/ψK0

S ,L, or whether they will become sig-
nificant deviations, indicating the presence of New Physics.
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